ABSTRACT
ZHAO, YAO. Reconstructing the Gulf of Mexico Ocean Temperature and Color Time
Series Based on Satellite Observations. (Under the direction of Dr. Ruoying He and Dr.
Lian Xie.)
Concurrent MODIS Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a)
data were used with a new technique—Date Interpolating Empirical Orthogonal Function
(DINEOF)—to produce daily, 4-km, cloud-free SST and Chl-a analyses for the Gulf of
Mexico (GOM) from 2003 to 2009. Comparisons between SST analysis and in situ buoy
temperature demonstrate the utility of DINEOF in resolving the cloud-covering problem,
which is typical for satellite observations. A Chl-a prediction model was further
developed based on significant correlations between Chl-a and SST and Sea Surface
Height (SSH) fields in the GOM. Model predictions were assessed by direct snapshot
comparisons with DINEOF cloud-free Chl-a fields, and by using statistical variables such
as determination coefficient, and spatial and temporal correlation coefficients. Favorable
comparisons indicate that the model developed here provides a feasible means to predict
GOM Chl-a field based on SST and SSH information to fill a 10-year data gap in satellite
Chl-a record.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. The Gulf of Mexico

1.1 The Gulf of Mexico Oceanographic Setting
The Gulf of Mexico (GOM) is a semi-enclosed sea that connects in the east to the
Atlantic Ocean through the Straits of Florida, and in the south to the Caribbean Sea
through the Yucatan channel (Figure 1). The maximum depth in the Gulf is about 3800 m,
while the Yucatan Channel is approximately 1900 m deep and the Florida Strait about 800
m. The size of the Gulf basin is approximately 615,000 m 2 . Currents through the
Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico and the Florida Straits constitute an important
component of the subtropical gyre circulation of the North Atlantic Ocean (Oey and Lee,
2005). Research on the GOM circulation has a long history. The first map of GOM
general circulation (Figure 2) is proposed more than a century ago by Haupt (1898).
Recent review literature by Schmitz et al. (2005) provides a more comprehensive view of
the general circulation in the GOM which includes the loop current and eddy shedding;
anti-cyclonic circulation in the upper layers of the central and northwestern GOM;
cyclonic flow in the Bay of Campeche; and a cyclonic deep circulation in the Gulf.

1.2 Loop Current and Its Eddy
The Loop Current (LC) is the dominant feature of the circulation in the eastern
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Gulf of Mexico and the formation region of the Florida Current-Gulf Stream system. It
originates at the Yucatan channel and flows out of the GOM through the Straits of Florida.
The LC is a very energetic western boundary current in the North Atlantic Ocean with
peak surface velocity speed of 1.5 to 1.8 m/s on the western side of the Yucatan channel.
The LC episodically sheds warm-core rings (anticyclonic eddies). These eddies
have diameters about 200~300 km, vertical extent about 1000 m, and swirl speeds about
1.8~2 m/s. They generally translate westward at 2~5 km/day and have lifetimes of months
to approximately a year. The eddy field associated with the LC affects almost every
aspect of the circulation in the entire GOM (Oey and Lee 2005). Schmitz (2005) discussed
the observational mechanisms of eddy shedding which mainly have two modes: one
involves the LC penetration into the GOM as well as westward propagation away from
the eastern GOM, namely “WpDet” mode. The other so called “CyDet” mode involves
the specific role of peripheral cyclones (cold core rings) that move clockwise around the
boundary of the LC in the initial detachment of warm-core eddies from the LC. In CyDet
mode, cyclonic intrusions into the LC operating approximately as pairs, one on each side,
are the primary factors, with westward propagation playing a subsidiary role (Schmitz
2005). The CyDet mode serves as a generalized mechanism of first detachment. Cyclones
on the boundary of the LC play a dominant role in this mode, assisted by westward
propagation. The CyDet mode is a typical characteristic of large anticyclonic eddy
detachments from the LC in the south-easternmost GOM just north of the Yucatan Straits.
This occurs after sufficient penetration of the LC into the GOM, and starts when the axis
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of the LC is oriented more or less northwest-southeast. After a CyDet event, the northern
boundary of the LC is typically found to be in southerly-located port-to-port mode. The
other mode, WpDet mode, tends to occur after a first detachment. This mode of
detachment is primarily due to pulling apart by westward propagation of the tip of the LC
and occurs when the LC in a more east-west orientation than is the case for first mode and
often involve medium-sized anticyclonic eddies at some point. Besides, the northern
boundary of the LC does not normally retract into a port-to-port mode configuration after
WpDet mode. In WpDet mode, peripheral cyclones on the northern side of the LC often
participate in finishing a detachment, typically associated with a cyclone on the western
side of LC. Figure 3 presents such an example, showing cyclonic intrusions into the LC
during eddy detachment, involving LCFEs (Loop Current Frontal Eddies), WFCEs and
CBCEs (West Florida Cyclonic Eddies and Campeche Bay Cyclonic Eddies) which are
both amplified cyclonic eddies.
Mixture of these two modes of detachment may also occur, involving both
cyclonic intrusions and westward propagation in roughly equal proportion. Schmitz (2005)
notes a couple of examples of mixed mode. There is a diverse group of complex
processes variably participate in the composite mechanism of anti-cyclonic eddy shedding.
One common component involved in above two modes is the northwestward penetration
into the eastern Gulf, a basic requirement for the future separation of anti-cyclonic eddies.
Maul (1977, 1978) first mentioned that time-dependent transport processes at the Yucatan
Channel influenced volume of the LC into the GOM prior to eddy shedding. In Maul view,
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both upper level and deep flows in the Yucatan Channel participate in a co-oscillation
between the GOM and the Cayman Sea. The recent study by Bunge et al. (2002) supports
the existence of a co-oscillation between the Cayman Sea and GOM in connection with
time-dependent growth of the volume of the LC. That is, the growth of the Loop Current
as it expands to the north displaces an about equivalent volume of Gulf water, which is
observed to flow back into the Caribbean Sea at depths below about 800 m. Study by
Badan (2005) also mentioned that the upstream conditions of the Yucatan Current
contributed to the variability of the LC.
The LC sheds anti-cyclonic eddies at irregular intervals and the observed shedding
periods cover a wide range. Leben (2005) based on a comprehensive analysis on satellite
sea surface height dataset provides eddy separation timescales. In this work, the definition
of separation involves the tracking and determination of the onset of pulling away by an
embryonic eddy from a specific SSH contour (17 cm) associated with the LC and the
separation is defined as the final detachment of an eddy from the Loop Current with no
later reattachment. The separation intervals are found to vary from a few weeks up to
about 18 months. Eddy separation occurs most frequently at 6, 9 and 11.5 months. The
question why the LC sheds eddies in such an irregular manner is still unclear. Possible
mechanisms include eddy viscosity; local chaotic behavior of the LC; upstream influence
in Yucatan Channel; blocking cyclones; the latitude of the LC (Schmitz et al. 2005).
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1.3 Anticyclonic Circulation in the Central and Northwestern GOM
Haupt (1989) first proposed that upper layer anticyclonic flow exists in the
northwestern part of Gulf of Mexico (Figure 2). This is confirmed by later studies, such
as Sturges and Blaha (1976), Blaha and Sturges (1981), Hoffman and Worley, (1986);
Sturges (1993), among others. More recently, DiMarco et al. (2005) presents a new near
GOM surface velocity analysis based on drifters drogued at 50 m depth during the years
1989 – 1999. .This study also confirms an upper layer anticyclonic gyre-like circulation
in the western GOM, centered about 24-25°N, 92.5°W. Elliot (1979, 1982) concluded that
the mean or persistent upper level circulation in the western GOM is likely both
wind-forced and eddy-rectified. Lee and Mellor (2003) found in their numerical model
results a time-averaged anticyclonic circulation at the sea surface in the central western
Gulf and further indicated that this circulation was not only forced by both wind stress
and wind stress curl but also affected by the average influence of the LCEs’ propagating
to the west while dispersing anticyclonic vorticity. Indeed, DiMarco et al. (2005) showed
through drifter records that the northern boundary of this feature could not be well
defined and explained that this might result from the migration of LCEs across the region
and the current variability due to the episodic interaction of LCEs with the continental
slope. Moreover, within this large anticyclone there was also evidence for a smaller
anticyclonic circulation over the central deep Gulf, centered near 25.5°N, 90°W.
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1.4 Cyclonic Flow in the Bay of Campeche
In addition to the anticyclonic gyre-like circulation in the central western GOM,
DiMarco et al. (2005) also found a cyclonic gyre in the Bay of Campeche (BOC, located
south of 22°N). A zonal flow in the near-surface waters between about 21.5°N and 23.5°N
separates the BOC circulation from the northern near-surface water. DiMarco et al. (2005)
attributed this cyclonic circulation to the wind stress curl over the region and also
indicated that the cyclone in the BOC was apparent in fall and strongest in winter which
was directly correlating with seasonal wind forcing. Vazquez de la Cerda et al. (2005),
concluding the existence of a permanent as well as a time-dependent cyclonic circulation
in the BOC based on other observations, confirming that the seasonal signal of the
cyclonic flow in the BOC was cosistent with seasonal signal in wind stress curl.

1.5 Deep Circulation in the GOM
Based on in –situ observations, DeHaan and Sturges (2002) found the cyclonic
deep flow in the eastern Gulf of Mexico beneath the Loop Current as well as in the
western gulf. The data suggest that the mean deep flow was weak, but clearly above the
noise level. Hurlburt (1986) and Lee and Mellor (2005) both found the deep mean
cyclonic circulation in their numerical models. Oey and Lee (2002) noted that the
westward group speeds studied by Hamilton (1990) were larger when compared to those
derived from the topographic Rossby wave dispersion relation and suggested that the
faster speeds implied the existence of a deep mean westward current across the northern
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segment of the central Gulf. Mizuta and Hogg (2004) also analyzed the mechanism
underlying the forcing of the deep mean circulation by topographic Rossby waves and
showed that bottom friction caused the divergence of the vertically integrated Reynolds
stress which in turn induced a mean along-slope flow in the ‘cyclonic’ sense. Likewise,
DeHaan and Sturges (2005) described the idea that, if deep topographic Rossby waves
were rectified by bottom friction, it would lead to cyclonic deep flow.

2 Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a)

2.1 Significance of SST Study
Sea surface temperature is one of the most important variables for describing the
ocean state. The significance of SST study involves calculating the heat balance,
predicting hurricanes or tropical storms and tracing ocean physical features such like LC
and LCEs to name a few.
In terms of heat budget calculation, the mean annual radiation and heat flux of the
earth obeys the conservation rule where whole short-wave radiation from the sun
(isolation) balances the long-wave radiation (infrared radiation) at the top of the
atmosphere. The SST field is a key field in the communication between the atmosphere
and ocean. Heat flux exchanges at the ocean surface thus include isolation, infrared ocean
radiation, sensible heat flux and latent heat flux. Positive SST anomalies are associated
with increased heat flux into the atmosphere, presumably mainly in form of latent energy
through surface evaporation (Trenberth, Stepaniak, Caron 2002). Playing a contributing
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part in the heat fluxes transferred from the ocean to the atmosphere, SST can be used to
calculate the atmospheric energy transports and further monitor the global heat budget.
In terms of Detecting hurricanes and tropical storms, SST can be used to detect
the surface temperature signature due to hurricanes. After the passage of a hurricane, cold
wake is usually observed as a result of the mixed layer deepening and surface heat losses.
Ocean temperature greater than 26.5 °C (80 °F) through a depth of at least 50 meters (160
ft) are generally favorable for the formation and sustaining of tropical cyclones (Gray
1968, 1979). Generally the higher SST is, the stronger the storm and greater chance of
genesis will be.
Temperature and salinity are two key properties for identifying different water
masses. SST in particular is broadly used to detect the LC and LCEs in the GOM
especially from November to mid-May when SST gradients are apparent, offering an
efficient approach to study the LC eddy detachment mechanism. SST become more or
less uniform in the entire gulf from late May to October, making them less useful in
studying LC and LCE.

2.2 Significance of Chl-a Study
Chlorophyll-a, the most common pigment in phytoplankton, is an essential
indicator for phytoplankton abundance. Chlorophyll-a has been used as a key index to
monitor phytoplankton biomass distribution in the ocean, which can be further used to
calculate the biomass of upper trophic levels through ecological transfer efficiency.
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Moreover, the quantification of net primary productivity (NPP), the photosynthetically
fixed carbon available for other trophic levels, is an important variable for addressing
environmental questions like the influence of biological processes on carbon cycling.
The ocean color data can also be used to trace circulation patterns in the GOM.
especially during summer months when SST fields are too uniform to do so. Therefore
ocean color was very useful for outlining the position of the Loop Current, Loop Current
eddies, and various instability waves in the region. For example, Miiller-Karger et al.
(1991) and Biggs and Mueller-Karger (1994) applied CZCS images to depict gulf surface
circulation.. Chassignet (2006) also pointed out that chlorophyll is a good indicator of the
mesoscale features in the Gulf of Mexico. Typically, gulf waters with low chlorophyll
3

(<.1 mg / m ) usually correspond to Caribbean inflow, residing in the LC and LCE.

High
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chlorophyll (>.7 mg / m ) are associated with coastal waters along the gulf coast and
sometimes are also present in the center of cyclonic (counterclockwise) eddies.
Ocean color data can also be used as independent observations for validating
numerical models because other remote sensing data such as altimetry and SST have
already been assimilated in these ocean models. High resolution ocean color imagery
does fantastic job tracking mesoscale rings, coastal filaments and the LC and LCE, can be
used to assess numerical models’ ability in predicting the spatial and temporal variability
of Gulf circulation. Chassignet (2006) presented a good example of using ocean color
data to compare three data-assimilative ocean models, the NRL Layered Ocean Model
(NLOM), the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) and the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean
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Model (HYCOM).
Analyses of satellite-derived phytoplankton concentration have also been used to
investigate decadal-scale fluctuations in ocean primary production linked to climate
forcing. Boyce et al. (2010) combined available ocean color measurements and in situ
chlorophyll observations to estimate the time dependence of phytoplankton biomass on
local, regional and global scales since 1899. Long-term declining trends of chlorophyll
was found throughout most regions and analyzed to be related to increasing sea surface
temperatures. The hypothesis that increasing ocean warming is contributing to a
restructuring of marine ecosystems, with implications for biogeochemical cycling, fishery
yields and ocean circulation, is also confirmed by this study. Thus, the study of
chlorophyll concentration variation in the Gulf of Mexico over long time series will
provide useful clues for the local climate changing.
Finally, ocean color imagery has been used to detect harmful algal bloom in the
gulf. A bloom in this sense is defined as a rapid increase in chlorophyll-a concentration
from newly synthesized sources (primary production) within the euphotic zone (Wynne et
al., 2006). Advance warning of harmful algal blooms (HABs) increases the options for
managing impacts resulting from these events. NOAA's Harmful Algal Bloom
Operational Forecast System (HAB-OFS), relying on satellite imagery, field observations,
models, public health reports and buoy data, provides information on the location, extent,
and the potential for development or movement of harmful algal blooms in the Gulf of
Mexico.
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3 Remote Sensing of SST and Chl-a
Since the 1980s satellite remote sensing has been increasingly utilized to measure
SST and taken an enormous leap in the ability to view the spatial and temporal variation
in ocean temperature. Satellite can provide the oceanographic community with daily
coverage of the world oceans, offering the opportunity for simultaneous two-dimensional
measurements. Likewise, satellite measured Chl-a has provided for the first time the
opportunity to measure global phytoplankton biomass with regular revisit capabilities,
broad regional coverage, good temporal and spatial resolution and cost effectiveness.

3.1 Principle of SST Measurement
SST satellite is a typical example of passive remote sensor which generally
consists of an array of small detectors recording the amount of electro-magnetic radiation
reflected and/or emitted from the Earth's surface. There are two kinds of satellites,
geostationary satellites, remaining over the same point above the earth, and polar orbiting
satellites, cycling around the earth in a polar direction. SST remote sensors which carried
on the satellites measure the amount of thermal infrared radiation given off by the surface
of the ocean. The amount of thermal infrared radiation given off by an object is related to
its temperature. Thus by measuring the amount of radiation given off by the ocean, its
temperature can be calculated. Radiative transfer theory is used afterward to correct for
the effects of the atmosphere by utilizing "windows" where little or no atmospheric
absorption occurs. Channel radiances are transformed to units of temperature, and then
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compared to a-priori temperatures measured at the surface. This comparison yields
coefficients which, when applied to the global satellite data, give estimates of sea surface
temperature.
Weather satellites have been available to infer SST information since 1967, with
the first global composites occurring during 1970. Since 1982, satellites have been
increasingly utilized to measure SST and have allowed its spatial and temporal variation
to be viewed more completely. The most used SST satellite datasets come from AVHRR.
The Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), operating on the Polar
Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), is the direct descendent of the longest-lived and most influential
series of Earth observing satellites ever launched. The first AVHRR was a 4-channel
radiometer, first carried on TIROS-N (launched October 1978). This was subsequently
improved to a 5-channel instrument (AVHRR/2) with 1.1 km resolution at nadir that was
initially carried on NOAA-7 (launched June 1981). Each channel was designed to record
information from a different part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The latest instrument
version is AVHRR/3, with 6 channels, first carried on NOAA-15 launched in May 1998.
This current generation AVHRR has evolved into a highly accessible data collection
system with a wide range of applications in meteorology, climatology, oceanography in
which the SST datasets got broad used.
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3.2 Principle of Ocean Color Measurement
The spectral characteristic of chlorophyll-a, locating between blue-green
wavelengths of light spectrum, has made it detectable from optical remote sensing and
then being reflected through ocean color. A satellite ocean color sensor measures radiance
at the top of atmosphere consisting of two components, a water-leaving component and
an atmospheric component. The atmospheric component, being a result of atmospheric
scattering by aerosols and of molecular scattering, are calculated and removed. The
remaining water leaving radiance is determined by the ratio of backscatter to absorption
summed for the upper portion of the water column, which is further determined by the
concentration of substances and particles in the euphotic zone of the upper ocean. Living
phytoplankton which contains chlorophyll-a and associated photosynthetic pigments,
inorganic sediments, detritus and dissolved organic matter all contribute to the colour of
the ocean (Chassignet et al. 2006). Spaceborne radiometers measure the spectral radiance
intensity at specific wavelengths and then relate the spectral radiance to various
constituents in the water column that interact with visible light, such as chlorophyll-a. In
another word, selective absorption of solar radiation by photosynthetic pigments allows
quantification of chlorophyll-a concentration from satellite measurements of ocean color.
The first ocean color data was provided by the LANDSAT multi spectral scanner
(MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM) sensors and was limited to coastal waters. The MSS
was further limited by low radiometric sensitivity, poor spectral resolution and the lack of
a blue band. The TM, with better spectral resolution, calibration and a blue band, did
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provide some quantitative information in coastal regions. The coastal zone color sensor
(CZCS), launched in 1978, was the first satellite sensor optimized for biological
oceanography. The sensor had four 20 nm bands (blue, green, yellow and red) and a fifth
band in near infrared (NIR) for land-sea discrimination. Its radiometric sensitivity was
optimized for oceanic areas, and it was calibrated accurately enough to enable
atmospheric correction using the red band and to quantitatively determine ocean optical
parameters. The “proof of concept” mission of CZCS lasted until 1986, providing
oceanographers for the first time with a lengthy time series of global data.
Operating from 1978 to 1986, CZCS was followed by a 10-year gap in global
satellite measurements. Satellite measurements began again in 1996 when the National
Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA) launched the Advanced Earth
Observation Satellite (ADEOS), carrying the Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner
(OCTS) which only operated for one year although for the first time realizing concurrent
SST and Chl-a measurement. After that, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) launched Orbital Science Corporation's Sea-star satellite with
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) in August 1997. With the goal of
examining oceanic factors contributing to global change, SeaWiFS added two extra bands
in the NIR for a more accurate atmospheric correction in coastal regions. Also, bands in
the far blue and mid-blue have been added to give better chlorophyll estimates in the
presence of dissolved organic compounds (DOCs). Two green bands may also provide
information on phytoplankton taxa due to differential absorption by accessory pigments at
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these wavelengths.

3.3 Concurrent SST and Chl-a Remote Sensor--MODIS
With the availability of chlorophyll images from satellite platforms, the
comparison of biological (pigment) and physical (thermal) variability are more and more
focused in the recent ocean research. For example, the combined images of SST from
NOAA-AVHRR and ocean color from CZCS were used for potential fishing zone (PFZ)
identification (Muller and La Violate P.E. 1980). More recently SeaWiFS derived
chlorophyll

and

NOAA-AVHRR

derived

SST images

have been

used

for

SST/chlorophyll relationship in the Japan/East Sea (Gould and Arnone 2004). However,
there is a time lag between the AVHRR SST and SeaWiFS chlorophyll observation,
leading to one of the major problems in using SST and chlorophyll images from two
different sensors to quantify the underlying ocean processes (Chauhan et a. 2005).
With the mission of providing synoptic global observations of marine biological
and physical parameters, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer AM (MODIS
AM), also known as MODIS Terra, was launched in December 1999 and MODIS PM or
MODIS Aqua in May 2002, allowing for the first time the long-term concurrent
measurement of SST and chlorophyll from the same platform.
MODIS-AQUA, with mission being part of the NASA centered international
Earth Observing System (EOS), is a polar orbiting satellite which circles round the Earth
in a polar direction. Its orbit passes over the equator about 30 degrees west of the
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previous one and it is timed during the afternoon. As a key instrument aboard the Aqua,
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) has a swath of 2,330 km and
views the entire surface of the Earth every 1 to 2 days, acquiring 36 spectral bands which
sample the electromagnetic spectrum from 0.4 to 14 μm with a spatial resolution ranging
from 250 to 1,000 meters. MODIS bands 8-16 covering a spectral range of 0.41 to 0.88
μm with a spatial resolution of 1 km are intended for measuring the ocean color
information. MODIS sensor also has two set of spectral bands for sea surface temperature
determination, bands 22 and 23 in mid-IR range (3.8-4.1μm) and bands 31 and 32 in
thermal IR (11-12μm) are most suitable for this purpose (Chauhan et al. 2005).
Besides realizing the measurement of concurrent SST and Chl-a for the first time,
MODIS is also the first satellite sensor to measure chlorophyll fluorescence from space,
which provide more specific information on phytoplankton health and productivity.

3.4 Issues with Satellite Data
Satellite remote sensing offers the only observational approach suitable for routine
synoptic measurement of physical and biological properties over large regions of the
ocean. However, this technology is not without its own limitations when considering the
integrality of its datasets.
First, most satellite sensors (AVHRR, SeaWiFS, MODIS etc) are only capable of
viewing in the visible and infrared wave bands, thus almost all images have cloud cover
to various extents. Sensors can not look through clouds, creating spacious gaps in the
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daily measurements. The radiometer onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) satellite, the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), contains lower frequency
channels required for SST retrievals and therefore can measure SST through clouds with
data first available from 1997. However, there are also some disadvantages existing in
TMI SST compared with traditional infrared SST. The TMI images cover a global region
at pixel resolution of 1/4°(~25 km) which is much coarser than MODIS resolution of
1/25°(~4 km) and hence cannot detect the ocean features with fine scales. Besides, the
microwave retrievals are sensitive to sea surface roughness, while the infrared retrievals
are not. Last but not least, there is no concurrent Chl-a measurements along with TMI
SST, limiting the comparison of concurrent biological and physical variables. Due to the
reasons mentioned above, TMI measurements are not involved in this study.
Second, from the historical perspective of satellite remote sensing, although the
technology dates back as early as 1978, there is a 10-year gap (1986~1996) for ocean
color observation, no concurrent Chl-a data were available along with SST for
oceanographic research.
The problems mentioned above have imposed a restriction of using satellite SST
and Chl-a data for GOM study. For instance, we currently do not have long-term
cloud-free SST and Chl-a time series to study the statistics of LCE detachment. To solve
these problems, the objective of this research is thus two-fold: (1) to apply a novel data
reconstruction method on MODIS observations to generate cloud-free con-current SST
and Chl-a dataset for the GOM; (2) to developed a statistical Chl-a model based on sea
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surface temperature and sea surface height information in the Gulf, so that the model can
be used to fill the Chl-a data gap in 1980s and 1990s.
The structure of this thesis is as following: Chapter 2 describes cloud-free
reconstruction method. Chapter 3 presents results of cloud-free satellite data
reconstruction and implementation of Chl-a prediction model. Chapter 4 discusses the
theoretical basis of Chl-a prediction model—correlations between biological and physical
variables and the further improvement and application of this prediction model.
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Chapter 2
Data and Methods
1 Data

1.1 MODIS SST and Chl-a Data
To reconstruct continuous, cloud-free, concurrent SST and Chl-a datasets, this
study utilized raw SST and chlorophyll observations from MODIS Aqua. As mentioned
above, MODIS Aqua can measure SST and Chl-a concurrently, allowing for the first time
the examination of covariations of SST and Chl-a (Miles et al., 2009). MODIS sensor has
sufficiently high resolution to resolve small-scale surface structures in the ocean.
However, like other ocean satellite temperature and color sensors, MODIS also suffers
cloud cover problem.
The SST and Chl-a data used in this study were gridded Level 3 products with
4-km resolution. 7-year of daily data from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2009 were
collected in a 325x455 pixel grid covering 22°N to 38°N latitude and 73°W to 82°W
longitude. Due to cloud cover, the average ratio of missing data in 2003 is about 70%
(Figure 4). To ensure quality of cloud-free reconstruction, daily data with cloud
contamination exceeded 95% were removed from both the SST and Chl-a datasets.
With this procedure, among an initial dataset of 2557 days, 2335 daily images were
retained for analysis.
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1.2 Buoy SST Data
To validate cloud-free reconstruction, in situ temperature data from the National
Data Buoy Center (NDBC) (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/) were utilized. A total of six
buoys (42001, 42002, 42003, 42040, 42055 and 42056 with locations shown in Figure 5)
were selected to provide temperature time series at 1 m depth. Buoy observed hourly time
series were averaged into daily means for comparison with cloud-free reconstructed daily
SST time-series. The temperature observations of buoys 42055 and 42056 are available
from 01/01/2005, with others from 01/01/2003.

1.3 SSH Data
In order to build statistical model for Chl-a prediction (i.e., research objective II),
Sea Surface Height (SSH) data are introduced in this study. SSH data are collected from
data assimilative Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) solutions, which cover the
Gulf of Mexico at roughly 3.5 km resolution. HYCOM is a hydrostatic, primitive
equation, ocean circulation model with a vertical coordinate that combines the advantages
of three vertical coordinate systems (Wan et al. 2010). It can conserve isopycnic property
in the open, stratified ocean and provide adequate vertical resolution when it comes to
unstratified or shallow waters. Its general architecture and initial validation is documented
by Bleck (2002), followed by further developments such as Halliwell (2004) and Yao and
Johns (2010).
The 1/25° Gulf of Mexico HYCOM solutions are available from January 2003 to
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the present day. Daily SSH fields were downloaded and mapped onto the grid as MODIS
SST and Chl-a data.

2 Methods

2.1 Daily, Could-free SST and Chl-a Fields Reconstruction
DINEOF (Data Interpolating Empirical Orthogonal Function) method is a
parameter-free, EOF-based method for the reconstruction of missing values of satellite
data (Alvera-Azcárate et al. 2007). Compared to classic methods such like optimal
interpolation (OI), DINEOF was shown to be more efficient (30 times faster) but provide
similar results (Alvera-Azcárate et al. 2005). Another major advantage of DINEOF over
OI is that it does not need user to supply any priori information, such as decorrelation
scales, covariance functions, both are computed internally in DINEOF (Beckers, Barth,
Alvera-Azcárate 2006).
Based on empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), the basic procedures of DINEOF
can be summarized as follows. Interested readers can refer to Alvera-Azcárate et al. (2007;
Beckers and Rixen (2003) and Miles, et al. (2009) for more detailed method descriptions
and applications. First, the observational data are stored in a matrix X (m×n) with m, n
the spatial and time dimensions. All missing data in matrix X are replaced by zero.
Second, the single value decomposition (SVD) method is used to generate the spatial and
temporal EOFs U and V as well as the rectangle matrix D which contains the singular
values. Third, the first N EOFs are truncated to obtain the interpolated value at the
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missing data points through the equation:
N

X a = U N D N V N ' = ∑ ρ k u k v' k
k =1

The optimal number N is determined by cross-validation. Then, with the new values for
the missing data, the SVD decomposition is performed again for X a . These last two steps
are repeated until convergence (a preset threshold of the absolute value of the difference
between the SVD of the current and previous iterations) is obtained for the missing
values.
As demonstrated by Alvera-Azcárate et al. (2007), multivariate DINEOF can
improve the reconstruction. In such a case, extended EOFs can be calculated from an
extended matrix X e , where different variables (i.e., SST and Chl-a) are combined to form
an extended, multivariate matrix. With this extended EOFs, a given missing point of one
variable can benefit from the presence of other variable at the same time. The correlation
between different related variables can thus help to reconstruct missing data. Additionally,
extended EOFs can resolve moving patterns more accurately because of the presence of
future and/or past information (Alvera-Azcárate et al. 2007). This multivariate DINEOF
was used in this research to reconstruct missing points in SST and Chl-a fields due to
cloud cover.

2.2 Building Statistical Prediction Model for Chl-a
Given ocean physical variables (such as SST and SSH) have longer time series
than Chl-a data, the idea here is to predict Chl-a through a physical variable based
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statistical regression model for the period when no Chl-a observations are available.
Temporal correlations between Chl-a and two physical variables (SST and SSH) were
calculated here based on the whole 7-year time series (2003-2009) datasets for each
analysis grid point. Because Chl-a data vary spatially by over three orders of magnitude
and displays a log-normal distribution, all Chl-a data were log transformed first before
any correlation analysis ( see detailed results in next Chapter).
The analysis shows significant negative relationships between log-normal Chl-a
and SST (SSH) in the GOM, providing a statistical basis for predicting Chl-a based on
physical variables. A multivariate regression model was thus introduced as follows:
ln(Chl − a ) = a 0 + a1 * SST + a 2 * SSH
As training datasets, DINEOF reconstructed cloud-free SST and Chl-a fields, and
HYCOM SSH fields from 2004 to 2009 were used to derive statistical model fitting
functions

( a 0 , a1 , a 2 ). To assess the utility of such a statistical prediction model,

DINEOF reconstructed cloud-free Chl-a data in 2003 were hold as the validation set.
To derive fitting functions, three kinds of approaches were experimented:

(1)

Yearly fitting: the entire 6-year (2004-2009) training dataset were used to fit the
regression model, resulting in one set of statistical parameters for predicting Chl-a in
2003; (2) Seasonal fitting: the entire 6-year (2004-2009) of training data were grouped
into four seasonal segments first (i.e., March-May, June-August, September-November,
December-February). Regression analysis was then applied to each seasonal segment
respectively, resulting four sets of fitting functions

( a 0 , a1 , a 2 ), one set for each season
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for predicting the Chl-a on days falling in its corresponding season in 2003; (3) Monthly
fitting: the entire 6-year (2004-2009) of training data were grouped into 12 months first.
Regression analysis was then applied to each monthly segment respectively, resulting 12
sets of fitting functions ( a 0 , a1 , a 2 ), one set for each month for predicting the Chl-a on
days falling in its corresponding month in 2003. The three data fitting approaches above
are all based on the method of least squares where the statistical parameters are
determined by minimizing the sum of squared residuals—differences between an
observed value and the fitted value provided by a model.
Predicted Chl-a data in 2003 from each of these three methods were validated
against DINEOF Chl-a reconstructions of 2003 (taken as the truth). Model skill
assessments were gauged with four metrics including: (a) coefficient of determination, (b)
snapshot comparisons between predicted Chl-a and DINEOF reconstructed Chl-a, (c)
spatial and (d) temporal correlation between the two. For (a), the coefficient of
determination was defined as:
R2 = 1−

Varerr
Vartot

Where Varerr stands for the variance of differences between predicted and DINEOF
analyzed Chl-a in 2003, and Vartot the variance of the DINEOF analyzed Chl-a in 2003.
The larger R 2 is, the better the statistical model performs in predicting Chl-a. Snapshots
of daily predicted and DINEOF analyzed Chl-a (b) involve straightforward visual
comparisons. The spatial correlation analysis (c) was calculated point-by-point in the
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GOM for each day of 2003. The temporal correlation analysis (d) was done at selected
locations in the GOM.
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Chapter 3
Results
1 DINEOF Reconstruction Validation
Because there is no in situ Chl-a data for use, only DINEOF SST reconstructions
were validated against daily-averaged in situ temperature at six buoy locations mentioned
above (Figure 5b). Temporal correlation between DINEOF SST and buoy-measured SST
were calculated over the entire 7-year (2003-2009) (Figure 6 and 7) To examine
temperature comparison on synoptic scale, temperature seasonal cycle were first fitted
thought harmonic analysis and removed from both in-situ observed and DINEOF
analyzed SST time series. As shown in Table 1, when seasonal cycles are retained,
correlation coefficients between the two are all above 0.92 with mean offsets less than
0.77°C at all stations. When seasonal cycles are removed, correlation coefficients are all
statically significant, ranging from 0.49 to 0.69 at 6 stations. Some potential errors could
contribute to the difference between DINEOF SST and buoy-measured SST, including
temporal offsets between satellite daily measurements and buoy hour measurements,
spatial offsets between buoy locations and the DINEOF SST 4-km footprint, and
differences between satellite-derived ocean skin temperature and buoy bulk temperature
measured 1 to 2 meters below the surface. In light of these potential errors, the decent
correlations between analysis and in situ data suggest .DINEOF is a robust method for
cloud-free daily data reconstruction.
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2 Correlation between Biological and Physical Variables in the GOM
DINEOF reconstructions successfully solve this cloud-cover problem, providing
time- and space-continuous daily SST and Chl-a fields and allowing for more accurate
correlation calculations between Chl-a and SST and HYCOM SSH fields.
The temporal correlation between DINEOF reconstructed Chl-a and SST over the
whole time series (from Jan. 2003 to Dec. 2009) (Figure 8a) suggests that a negative
correlation dominates over the 90% region of the GOM, especially in the open ocean with
water depth more than 1000 m. The negative correlation is robust with most values being
around -0.6. Such correlation breaks down in the coastal area of West Florida Shelf,
Mississippi, Cuba, and Bay of Campeche and Campeche Bank. Here variation of Chl-a
concentration is more dominated by terrestrial influence (such as riverine nutrient input)
rather than sea surface temperature.
Similar temporal correlation pattern is seen between DINEOF Chl-a and HYCOM
SSH (Figure 8b). Most correlation values are around -0.3. Positive correlation can also
be found for some coastal regions, especially in Bay of Campeche. In general, the
negative correlations between biological variable and SST and SSH are significant in the
most areas of GOM. Area with insignificant correlations (95% confidence interval)
highlighted in grey color in Figure 8 are mainly restricted within the coastal area, where
the Chl-a concentration is influenced by factors other than SST and SSH. Overall, the
strong negative correlations between Chl-a and SST (SSH) in most of GOM provide the
statistical basis for constructing a Chl-a prediction model based on SST and SSH
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information.

3 Validations of the Chl-a Prediction Model
As mentioned above, three approaches (yearly, seasonal, and monthly) of fitting
were used to construct the Chl-a prediction model. For each case, the model’s fidelity is
assessed by comparing its predicted Chl-a against DINEOF Chl-a data in 2003 using the
following 4 parameters: coefficient of determination, temporal and spatial correlation
coefficients and direct snapshot comparisons.

3.1 Determination of Coefficient
The maps of coefficients of determination were calculated respectively for three
fitting approaches (Figure 9). In the yearly fitting condition (Figure 9a), most values are
lower than 0.5, suggesting this approach can only explain no more than 50% variability in
2003 Chl-a data in the GOM. The coefficients of determination computed in seasonal
fitting approach are around 0.7 in most regions, indicating a better predicting skill. The
monthly fitting approach provides the most satisfying result, with a mean value of
determination coefficient as high as 0.8. It is seen from coefficient of determination maps
that low values are near the coast and upwelling regions,

This pattern could be

explained by low temporal correlations between Chl-a and SST (SSH) in these areas, so
one should be cautious of using the this statistical model to predict Chl-a in these areas..
Given these comparisons, the monthly fitting model is proven to have the best
prediction skill for Chl-a. Further validations discussed below are therefore based on the
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results from monthly fitting approach.

3.2 Snapshot Comparison
A direct snapshot comparison among MODIS raw Chl-a, DINEOF reconstructed
cloud-free Chl-a, and model predicted Chl-a Dec 16th 2003 is given in Figure 10. It is
seen that the model prediction and DINEOF reconstruction show very similar in Chl-a
concentration and both images give much more complete spatial information than
cloud-covered satellite raw image. This is just one snapshot comparisons among many
others. We conclude that the Chl-a model based on the monthly fitting approach has
decent skill in predicting Chl-a field based on SST and SSH information.

3.3 Spatial correlation
The spatial correlations between model predicted and DINEOF reconstructed
Chl-a can be used to reinforce this conclusion. Figure 11shows that over the entire year
of 2003, the spatial correlations between the two are persistently above 0.94, suggesting
the Chl-a prediction model based on the monthly fitting approach is capable of resolving
the spatial variability of observed Chl-a in the GOM.

3.4 Temporal correlation
Another way of validating the skill of Chl-a predicting model is to look at the
temporal correlation between predicted and DINEOF reconstructed Chl-a in 2003 at
different locations in the gulf. We randomly selected three regions shown in Figure 12,
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one in the coastal area, one in the LC area, and the third one in the open ocean of GOM.
The general variations at these three sites are well reproduced by Chl-a prediction model,
although some synoptic variability is missing. The temporal correlation coefficients are
highest in box 2 (0.92), and lowest in box 3 (0.62). This is expected as the map of
coefficient of determination (Figure 9c) has suggested high model skill in gulf open
waters (i.e., box1 and box2) and relative low skill in the coastal region (i.e., box3).
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Chapter 4
Discussions and Future Work
Long-term (2003-2009) cloud-free SST and Chl-a daily datasets for the Gulf of
Mexico are reconstructed based on MODIS satellite observations by using a newly
developed

interpolating

method

DINEOF.

Decent

comparisons

between

SST

reconstructions and in situ buoy temperature observations highlight the utility of DINEOF
method. A statistical prediction model for Chl-a is developed based on SST, SSH
information in order to fill the data gap in periods no satellite Chl-a observations were
available. The model is found working well when testing against 2003 Chl-a observations.
We provide some further discussions below on why there are intrinsic connection
between Chl-a and SST and SSH.
Satellite imagery of the global ocean color provides a very useful means for the
interdisciplinary studies. Strong synergy has been detected between ocean color derived
Chl-a and physical parameters such as SST. Various investigations have documented
coherence between these properties in several different regions of the world ocean. The
condition in Sargasso Sea has been discussed by McGillicuddy (2001), which shows
higher (lower) pigment biomass occurs in mesoscale features consisting of cold (warm)
temperature anomalies, indicating an inverse relationship between SST and Chl-a. Yoder
et al. (2002) also showed the similar kind of relationship between SST and Chl-a in the
Mid-Atlantic Bight. The MAB shelf area has higher chlorophyll concentrations and lower
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temperatures during winter months (Nov-May). He et al. (2010) studied the concurrent
sea surface temperature and color observations obtained by MODIS for the Mid-Atlantic
Bight shelfbreak and detected the negative correlation between SST and surface pigment
variation as well. The global scale distribution of chlorophyll-a pattern and associated sea
surface temperature (SST) variability has also been studied extensively by various
researchers. Boyce et al. (2010) studied the global phytoplankton decline over the past
century and analyzed the physical drivers of this trend which included ocean mixed layer
depth (MLD), wind intensity at 10m and SST. He suggested that SST was the strongest
single predictor of Chl-a and that warming SST and reduced MLD might be responsible
for phytoplankton declines at low latitudes where phytoplankton growth is mainly limited
by nutrients. Uz and Yoder (2004) studied interactions between physical and biological
variables on a global scale, however showed that the negative correlation previously
reported between SST and Chl-a was not a universal relationship. There were also areas
in the mid-latitude demonstrating the positive correlations. The positive correlations
could result from horizontal advection by moving mesoscale eddies as discussed in (Uz
and Yoder 2004). Since advection would distort background gradients of Chl-a and SST,
the correlation between the anomalies it creates would depend on the relationship
between the background gradients. As a result, the same background gradients of Chl-a
and SST would create positive correlations. Additionally, the positive correlations may
also result from some other factors associated with a chlorophyll respond to instant
upwelling or with an increase in nutrient income such as coastal river runoff and variety
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of grazing pressure.
Similar to the relationship between Chl-a and SST, Chl-a and phytoplankton
biomass are generally negative correlated with SSH. The negative relationship has been
detected on a variety of scales from the high productivity in upwelling areas with shallow
thermoclines, to the mesoscale increases in productivity observed in the thermocline
doming regimes of cyclonic eddies (Wilson and Adamec 2002). There are also regions of
positively correlated SSH and Chl-a in the tropical Atlantic between 5°N and 25°N (Coles
et al., 2004). Wilson (2005) studied the relationship between Chl-a and SSH in a global
scale and his result (Figure 13) shows that the positive correlations between Chl-a and
SSH can be found at the relatively high-latitude area where the phytoplankton growth is
mainly limited by light instead of nutrients.
SSH can be used as an indicator of the thermocline depth (TD). Specifically SSH
is related to in the TD, and nutricline. SSH and Chl-a are predominately negatively
correlated because smaller SSH implies a shallower thermocline or nutricline which will
increase the deep-ocean nutrient injection to the upper water column, thus stimulating
phytoplankton bloom. Accordingly, larger (smaller) SSH corresponds to lower (higher)
Chl-a concentration. However, there are also large areas in all ocean basins where the
correlations suggest that Chl-a are affected by processes other than thermocline depth
changes (Wilson and Adamec 2002). Coles (2004) analyzed the positive correlation in the
tropical Atlantic in his study and explained that there were a number of physical factors
that could stimulate phytoplankton growth including African dust deposition, the Amazon
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and Orinoco river plumes, and North Brazil Current eddies. Besides, chlorophyll
variability could also be associated with grazing pressure, internal ecosystem variability,
or physical processes such as local upwelling.
The significant correlation between biological and physical variables in the GOM
provides a strong statistical basis for the construction of Chl-a prediction model. Among
the three kinds of fitting (yearly, seasonal and monthly) I tried, monthly fitting model was
verified to be able to make the best hind-cast, predicted Chl-a values in 2003 accounting
for up to 80% of the original Chl-a variance for the most region of GOM (Figure 9c).
The statistical Chl-a prediction model developed in this research shows decent
skill in model both the temporal and spatial variability of GOM Chl-a field. However,
there are also several limitations with this Chl-a prediction model that deserved further
investigation in future effort. Because only two physical variables (SST and SSH) are
taken into account, this model can not make good prediction in the coastal area where
other phytoplankton growth limiting element, i.e., nutrient input is likely a dominating
factor. In addition to calculating different sets of statistical parameters depending on
different months, the statistical parameters can also be calculated by regions. For instance,
the whole Gulf could be divided into the open and coastal ocean areas. What’s more,
different sets of model predictors can be test to add in Chl-a prediction model
corresponding to different dominant phytoplankton species.
In summary, cloud-free SST and Chl-a daily satellite data for the Gulf of Mexico
were reconstructed for 2003~2009 with a new developed DINEOF method. Using the
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DINEOF reconstruction results, significant correlations between Chl-a and SST (SSH)
are identified in the GOM. Based on this significant correlation between biological and
physical variables, a Chl-a prediction model was implemented, providing a feasible way
to fill the Chl-a satellite observation gaps. Future work include improving the Chl-a
prediction model by regional fitting, generating long-term Chl-a time series using the
prediction model developed, which in conjunction with long-term SST time series can be
used to define Loop Current eddy boundary and quantify its shedding frequency.
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Table 1: Point comparisons of buoy observations with corresponding DINEOF SST and
raw MODIS SST.

Buoy

Data time series

OBS/DINEOF SST
correlation coefficient
Seasonal cycle
retained/removed

OBS/MODIS raw SST
correlation coefficient
Seasonal cycle
retained/removed

42001

01/01/03—12/30/09

0.9534/0.6945

0.9559/0.7435

42002

01/01/03—12/30/09

0.9675/0.4916

0.9631/0.5414

42003

01/01/03—12/30/09

0.9158/0.5677

0.9321/0.6497

42040

01/01/03—12/30/09

0.9734/0.6346

0.9744/0.6968

42055

01/01/05—12/30/09

0.9592/0.4854

0.9534/0.5349

42056

01/01/05—12/30/09

0.9158/0.5592

0.9112/0.5679
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Figure 1: A map for the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea with schematic cartoons
showing the Caribbean and Loop Currents, Loop Current eddy and the Gulf Stream. (Oey
and Lee, 2005)
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Figure 2: A colorized schematic adaptation of a map of the general circulation of the Gulf
of Mexico, according to Huapt (1898). (Schmitz, 2005)
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Figure 3: A SST (Sea Surface Temperature) frontal analysis map schematic for boundary
of the Loop Current on (a) 26 April 1988 and (b) 19 May 1988. (Schmitz, 2005)
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Figure 4: The ration of missing data (SST and Chl-a average) from 2003 in the Gulf of
Mexico.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5: Examples of Raw MODIS Chl-a (a) and (c) SST and their DINEOF Chl-a (b)
and SST (d) reconstructions on January 3rd, 2003. Panel (b) indicates buoy validation
locations.
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Figure 6: Comparison of NDBC buoy SST and reconstructed DINEOF SST for buoy
42001, 42002, 42003 and 42040.
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Figure 7: Comparison of NDBC buoy SST and reconstructed DINEOF SST for buoy
42055 and 42056.
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a)

b)

Figure 8: Temporal correlation for Chl-a/SST (a) and Chl-a/SSH (b) over the period
2003-2009. Regions with insignificant correlation are highlighted in grey.
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Figure 9: Coefficient of determination for three kinds of statistical fitting: (a) yearly
fitting, (b) seasonal fitting and (c) monthly fitting.
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Figure 10: Snapshot for comparison of satellite raw Chl-a (a), DINEOF reconstructed
Chl-a (b) and model predicted Chl-a (c) on December 16th, 2003.
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Figure 11: Spatial correlation between predicted and DINEOF reconstructed Chl-a in
2003.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 12: Temporal correlation between predicted and DINEOF reconstructed Chl-a in
2003 for three selected regions with locations shown in (a).
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Figure 13: Correlations between SSH and Chl-a, both of which can be observed from
space. Absolute correlations > 0.4 are significant at the 80% confidence level. Contour
interval is 0.2. (Wilson, 2005)
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